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series created by gage oxley
produced by sian carry, eleanor hodson and gage oxley
written and directed by gage oxley
cinematography by rose mclaughlin and faizan raza

synopsis.
An anthology series which explores the darkest sides of humanity, through
technology, connection, intimacy and heartbreak.
oxygenfilms.co.uk
@oxygenfilm
#aseriesoflight

[charlie harris as adam in “blacklight”]

technical.
Format: Limited Series, exclusive to Amazon Prime
Runtime(s): Various, see overleaf for breakdown
Camera: Sony FS7, 4K (4096 x 2160) and HD (1920 x 1080), 16:9, 25fps
Audio: Mixed in 5.1 surround
Dialogue Language(s): English, French
Production: UK | USA | CANADA

contact.
Head of Film: Gage Oxley - gage@oxygenfilms.co.uk
Head of Production: Sian Carry - sian@oxygenfilms.co.uk
Head of Programmes: Eleanor Hodson - eleanor@oxygenfilms.co.uk
Post Production Manager: Thomas J. Harkness - thomas@oxygenfilms.co.uk
General Line: Liam Dent - hello@oxygenfilms.co.uk

breakdown.
101: GREENLIGHT (8”)
Former child star turned heartthrob Sam desires a change in image, but is in
for a dark surprise when his webcam is hacked.
102: REDLIGHT (16”)
17-year-old escort Callum books an afternoon meet-up with business-man
Jimmy, but things don’t go according to plan and leaves Callum with more
than he bargained for.
103: WHITELIGHT (13”)
Nineteen-year-old student Arron finds himself falling for the straight Adonis,
Mitchell. When it becomes clear Mitchell isn’t interested, Arron decides to
use a new technology to get what he wants.
104: STARLIGHT (19”)
Student Kane falls for his roommate Jacob, a straight rogue. Traversing their
sexuality against 90s Liverpool; the boys journey lust, shame and heart-ache.
105: BLACKLIGHT (22”)
Feeling relentlessly pushed down by his involuntary celibacy, 20-year-old
Adam stews alone as his explicit fantasies become more deranged.
106: LIMELIGHT (TBC)
An aspiring actor goes to extreme lengths in the audition room to get the role
he’s desperate for.

directors statement.
from gage oxley, creator, writer and director of A Series of Light

A SERIES OF LIGHT was created in September 2019, after a three-month
comedown following the US Premiere of our feature-length film Wretched
Things in Los Angeles. The realisation of not being on a set for over a full
year hit like a brick wall, the desperate hunger was all-consuming, and so I
presented an idea which had been swirling for a couple of months.
AT FIRST IT BEGAN as a challenge. What story could we tell in one room,
with one or two actors, shot over one or two days. After Jack Parr (Sam,
Greenlight) had an encounter where a scammer attempted to blackmail
him with compromising photos, this spark ignited what became a six-part
anthology series of love, loss and humanity in a digital age.
AS IS THE NORM with our sets at Oxygen, we produced the entire series on
cash income from my other contracts. The monetary budget for the ambitious
series totalled just under £1100. This mostly went to accommodation and
train tickets for actors travelling from around the UK into Leeds where the
series was shot. Everyone on set volunteered their time, which as a non-profit
organisation, I am incredible grateful of. Despite the lack of a cash injection
from funders, we worked together with a host of sponsors and supporters
(of whom you can find at the back of this presskit) which provided us over
£85,500 worth of in-kind investment. This includes locations, equipment,
post-production facilities and craft services.
I AM SO PROUD of what everyone on our set has brought to this series,
and I am incredibly overwhelmed by the response the series has already
received. It is a labour of love, a project fuelled by a Britain waking drearyeyed to an unimaginable election result, the rumblings of a second-term US
Presidency, and the sirens of an international crisis which lead to a lockdown
while we were on the final day of our shoot.
WHATEVER COMES FROM THIS series, I have had the best time making
it, alongside the best people. It is my hope that love transcends the screen.

cast.
101: GREENLIGHT
Jack Parr as Sam
Alexandra Marlin as Chloe
102: REDLIGHT
Jake Watkins as Callum
Dan Sheppard as Jimmy
103: WHITELIGHT
Ole Madden as Arron
Rochelle Naylor as Aubrey
Samuel Curry as Mitch
Poppy Potts as Cassie
104: STARLIGHT
Nathaniel Farah as Kane
James Coutsavlis as Jacob
Callum Hart as Mikey
with Rhys Gannon and Harvey Wane
105: BLACKLIGHT
Charlie Harris as Adam
Julia Goodinson as Daphne
Nadhía Porcelli as Alexia
106: LIMELIGHT
Bruce Herbelin-Earle as Nils
Ash Patel as Craig
Rebecca Hadfield as Saira
Charlie Phillips as Matt
Jacob Holdsworth as Michael

crew.

many members of our crew rotated roles while on set to gain a greater experience

Gage Oxley: Creator, Writer, Director, Producer
Sian Carry: 1st AD, Production Manager, Producer
Eleanor Hodson: 1st AD, Production Manager, Art Director, Producer
Alex Bamford: 1st AD, 2nd AD, Production Manager, Sound Recordist
Luke Hudson: 1st AD, Production Manager
Michael Houghton: 1st AD, Line Producer
Mika Colombick: Production Manager
Rose McLaughlin: Cinematography (102, 103, 105, 106)
Faizan Raza: Cinematography (104)
Devon George: Sound Recordist, Sound Designer
Tiarnan Meely Clark: Sound Recordist, Sound Designer
Poppy Potts: 1st Assistant Camera, Grip
Katy Doran: 2nd Assistant Camera, 2nd AD
Alice Duggan: 2nd AD
Harley Mathews: 2nd AD, Production Assistant
Lily Burgess: 1st Assistant Camera
Liv Johnson: Production Designer, Key Makeup Artist, Wardrobe
Harrison Reiblein: Property Master
Sarah Gidley: Makeup Artist
Rachel Frost: Makeup Artist, Hairdresser
Max Allwood: Production Coordinator
Andy Horry: Production Assistant, Behind-the-Scenes Videography
Nadine Al-Baghdadi McChrystal: Production Assistant
Jessica Redhead: Story Editor, Continuity Editor, Script Supervisor
Lia Zawilska: Script Supervisor
Dale Monie: Story Editor
Thomas J. Harkness: Continuity Editor, Editor, Head of Post Production
Summer Vasare Piscikaite: Colourist
Liam Watson: Colourist, Post Production Editorials
Jack Parr: Casting Director

[ole madden as arron in “whitelight”]

coronavirus.

how we handled the unprecedented global crisis, including a lockdown on-set

BY NOW YOU WILL undoubtedly know of the Coronavirus, and can
imagine the long-lasting impact it will bestow upon the screen and other
artistic industries. After seven months of shooting A Series of Light, it came to
our season finale, “Limelight”, starring Bruce Herbelin-Earle (seen left) as an
unhinged man set to change the face of film with damning consequences. Yet
it was the unprecedented crisis of Coronavirus which sparked the change, for
us personally we felt the impact as a UK-wide lockdown was implemented
mid-way through the two-day shoot of Limelight.
NOT ONLY DID IT halt our production, which left all of our equipment onsite in the location (at the time of writing this in May 2020, it is still there), it
had profound disruption to our post-production workflow. Due for release
on 5 April 2020, the release was pushed back to late June 2020 to handle
the change in workplace, ensuring our editors and sound designers had all
equipment to work from home. This mostly fell on the shoulders of our Post
Production Manager, Thomas J. Harkness, who is due to graduate from the
Northern Film School this year.
THE TEAM AT OXYGEN decided it was best to release the first five episodes
during the world-wide lockdown, while holding off releasing the sixth and
final episode within its limited series until the production can be completed.
Gage Oxley, Head of Film at Oxygen said “we are yet to uncover the full
damage the coronavirus has had on us. We are all artists, mostly freelance,
who rely on gigs and event contracts to pay the bills. Thankfully none of us
have been affected by the illness, and we just hope that the industry can
support the independents, the non-profits and the freelancers who will be hit
incredibly hardly by the current situation.”
ONCE THE LOCKDOWN IS over, we intend to complete the season finale
which will premiere exclusively alongside the first season on Amazon Prime.
[bruce herbelin-earle as nils in “limelight”]

sponsors + supporters.
Sticks and Glass
Located in central Leeds, Sticks and Glass is a fresh,
new post-production facility which supported us
through every stage of editing, colouring, exporting
and processing. They have two online and two
offline edit suites kitted out to the highest spec.
Studio 12
Studio12 is an award winning digital media initiative
that has been running since 2003 and is unique to
Leeds City Libraries. During this, they have worked
with young people from diverse backgrounds to
produce and learn valuable skills within the arts.
[jake watkins as callum in “redlight”]

MOD Pizza
MOD is the original superfast pizza experience – a
pioneering concept that puts you in the driver’s seat.
Giving back to the communities MOD serves is part
of their mission. Supporting a variety of charities,
working primarily with groups that serve youth.
Malmaison Hotel
The Leeds hotel can be found in the heart of the city
centre. Housed within a stunning Victorian building,
Malmaison offers 100 rooms and suites over five
floors, they supported us through hotel-set ‘Redlight’.

[jack parr as sam in “greenlight”]

Eiger Music Studios
At Eiger, there are recording studios, rehearsal
spaces, and a versatile venue space. From making
records, throwing parties, to providing rooms for you
to play music, they’ve got you covered. Eiger were
a huge support to our production of Limelight, which
went through a tumultuous journey with Coronavirus.

